JUNE- Bow Ties with Jewel Tone Fabric Knots

June- Bow Tie(s) with Jewel Tone Knot(s)- again, delawarequilts.com The pattern is listed
as Quickie Bow Ties. Scroll to near bottom for 12-½”. You can find the 6-1/2” in a list near
the top.
Materials:
~ Bedrock Cloud Fabric for background
~ Black and white prints for bow ties
~ Jewel tone fabric squares for bow tie knots
To Prepare:
~Cut eight 3 ½” squares of Bedrock Cloud.
~Cut two 3 ½” squares of a black and white print for one of the four bow ties.
~Cut two 3 ½’ squares of a black and white print for a second bow tie.
~Continue this process until you have cut enough black and white printed fabrics for
FOUR bow tie squares. (Ideally, four different b/w prints, or use two and arrange them
diagonally upon completion.)
~Cut sixteen 2” jewel tone squares (four squares per color). These four squares will create
the tie’s fabric knot.
Construction of each bow tie:
~Mark a diagonal line on the wrong side of your 2” jewel tone squares.

~Place the 2” squares on the corners of the 3-1/2” BC
background squares as well as on the black and white printed
squares, right sides together with the raw edges aligned as shown.
The ends of your drawn diagonal line should touch both sides of
each of the large squares.
~Stitch along the drawn line, backstitching
at beginning and end if desired.

~Use ruler and rotary cutter to remove excess fabric, leaving a
¼” seam allowance. Press seams open.
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Now it’s time to sew the block together.
~Arrange pieces as shown, and sew squares
together, pinning well to match seams.
At this point you should have one 6 ½” bow tie square.

~ Make four 6-1/2” bow ties by the above method.

~Last of all, stitch the four squares
together to make a four-bow-tie, 12 ½”
block.
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